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Becoming More Inclusive
As we prepare as a community for the forum facilitated by Prof Jansen,
I wish to offer some additional thoughts related to becoming more
inclusive. In two weeks, we take to the polls as a country seeking to
further its democracy. The timing of this excites me as we are
presented with an opportunity to model a non-racial society based on a
constitution that embodies equal rights for every person. It excites me
that, in the Western Cape, WPPS can be a social anchor and an agent of
change modelling an enriching, inclusive and effective education
system and structure. This requires, therefore, a transformative process that will necessitate the management of diversity, inclusion, and
organisational changes.

To conclude therefore, changing the outside leads to changing the
inside. It is with rewiring the system that behaviours and attitudes
are rewired. I am excited for the future that belongs to WPPS.
WAYNE NAIDOO

Professor Jonathan Jansen Forum

As a school, we can also model that open dialogue, effective discourse,
and a coming together of different races, religions, cultures,
backgrounds, and mind-sets are central to achieving the ideals of our
constitution. Change and becoming more inclusive, therefore, is not
the responsibility of one person, group or committee, but rather a
building together from all people on all levels; and for diversity and
inclusive initiatives to be successful, everyone needs to experience a
feeling of belonging.
Another aspect that excites me and which we choose to model at
WPPS is that in this process of becoming more inclusive, we are seeking
out different mind-sets, we are intentional, we are comfortable with
being uncomfortable, we have empathy and we take accountability for
change. “The most innovative company must also be the most
diverse,” says Apple Inc. We therefore take an holistic view of diversity
looking beyond its usual measurements.
Many communities around the world are stagnant, stale and regressive
because they are happy to inherit the world that they are given. I am
excited because we are in a community that sees diversity, of thinking
as the new frontier. Study after study has proven that diversity, and
inclusion is fundamental for growth, innovation, problem solving and
crisis management. Qantas airlines, amongst many others, is the best
example of this.
In reading further about what distinguishes highly successful inclusive
organisations from their counterparts, Deloitte’s research identifies six
traits, all of which are interrelated and mutually reinforcing:
Commitment: They are deeply committed to diversity and inclusion
because it aligns with their personal values, and they believe in the
business case for diversity and inclusion. They articulate their
commitment authentically, bravely challenge the status quo, and take
personal responsibility for change.
Courage: They are humble about their own capabilities and invite contributions by others.
Cognizance of bias: They are conscious of their own blind spots as well
as flaws in the system, and work hard to ensure opportunities for
others.
Curiosity: They have an open mind-set; they are deeply curious about
others, listen without judgment, and seek to understand.
Culturally intelligent: They are attentive to others’ cultures and adapt as
required.
Collaboration: They empower others and create the conditions, such as
team cohesion, for diversity of thinking to flourish.

We would like to remind you about the forum that Prof Jonathan
Jansen has been invited to facilitate at WPPS. We are really excited and are looking forward to hosting it. We encourage as many
parents as possible to attend. It promises to be an enriching and
entertaining evening. It will be a great platform for all parents to
use their voice and work together with the staff to build a loving
and inclusive school. The date for this forum is Tuesday, 23 April
from 18:30 – 20:30 which will be held in the Stansbury Hall.
Here is a short brief regarding Professor Jansen:
He is a distinguished Professor of Education at the University of
Stellenbosch. He is also President of the South African Academy of
Science and President of the South African Institute of Race
Relations.
He started his career as a Biology teacher in the Cape after
receiving his science degree from the University of the Western
Cape. He obtained a MS degree from Cornell University and a PhD
from Stanford. He holds honorary degrees from the University of
Edinburgh, the University of Vermont and Cleveland State
University.
In 2013, he was awarded the Education Africa Lifetime Achiever
Award in New York, the Spendlove Award from the University of
California for his contributions to tolerance, democracy and
human rights, and he also won the largest book award from the
British Academy for the Social Sciences and Humanities for his
book, “Knowledge in the Blood”.
His latest books include “Inequality in South African schools” (with
Nic Spaull) and “Making Love in a War Zone” which concerns
interracial intimacies among university students.
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RUGBY
Our boys took part in various Skeeles 7s festivals last weekend.
This was a great opportunity to kick off the rugby season. On
Friday, the U13s played at Bishops, with the U11s at Wynberg.
The boys came up against some tough opposition. That did not
stop them, however, from displaying the traditional Wetpups
brand of rugby, which was really exciting to watch. WPPS hosted
the U10 festival on Saturday, with our U12s going to Bishops.
Again, the boys came up against strong rugby schools, but
showed huge character and tenacity. Despite only having had two
practices, the Wetpups boys stood up physically and mentally.
The coaches and players can be proud of their efforts. All in all,
the boys thoroughly enjoyed themselves and are looking forward
to a great season ahead. Enjoy your Easter weekend!
HOCKEY
With a week of hockey practices under the belt, our senior boys
jumped straight into the season with fixtures against Sweet Valley
on Wednesday afternoon. Always tough opposition, our boys
showed good character, but our late start to the term definitely
showed in our performances. I have no doubt our teams will find
their rhythm over the next few weeks, and the boys will come
together with further time on the practice field. We will continue
to work hard, and look forward to reaping the rewards thereof.
The U9 boys also had an early start to the season, and their
Wednesday Boys’ Schools Round-Robin was used as a match
practice session, where I have no doubt they learnt many lessons
about the game. These lessons will be built on in their practice
sessions, and I am sure we’ll see significant growth amongst these
young lads.
Well done to all who played, and enjoy the long weekend!

Welcome to Nadine Arendse who joins the WPPS
staff as our Marketing Assistant.
WPPS INVITES YOU TO JOIN US FOR A

PARENT AND STAFF
FORUM ON
BECOMING MORE
INCLUSIVE
SPECIAL GUEST PROF JONATHAN JANSEN
Tuesday, 23 April 2019
18:30 to 20:30
Stansbury Hall

SQUASH
The A and B teams played fixtures against Rondebosch on Friday.
The A team played exceptionally well winning the fixture 10-7,
something we haven’t managed to do for a number of years. This
is largely due to a team of highly committed boys, who have
worked hard at their squash for the last three years. The B team
narrowly lost to their opponents and went down 6-9. This year
promises to be an exciting one on the squash courts, with much
to look forward to!
CROSS COUNTRY
Running will continues in Newlands Forest as we prepare for the
upcoming season. Please note that Tuesday, 23 April, there will
be no running, owing to the parent meeting taking place at school
with Prof Jansen.
Please ensure that you have the correct gear for running during
practices and for the Friday meetings. White short socks for running is required.
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Thursday Talks
In order to enrich and complement the teaching and learning
programme at WPPS, we introduced a Thursday Talk session for
the Grades 4 – 7 boys at WPPS.
To date we have had the following talks:

From conservationists regarding Saving the Rhino

A talk on sign language from a person who is deaf

Talks from the architects on the infrastructure development
of the school

Talks from fellow WPPS boys on historically significant
events.
The talks begin at 07:40 and end at 08:00. The following talks have
been scheduled for this term:

25 April – Freedom Day

23 May – Entrepreneurship

30 May – Eco – Future Food Sources

6 June – Soweto Riots
These appear on the calendar and reminders will be sent out in
the relevant week via the WPPS app.

Thought for the Week
“I believe in an open mind, but not so open that your brains fall
out.”
Publisher of the “New York Times” Arthur Hays Sulzberger (18911968)

Grade 1 Sandpit Fun

Eden Road Notes
AFTERCARE
Please remember to confirm your Aftercare bookings with DJ at
the start of every term and let her know if there are any changes
ie activities etc. It is also essential to let DJ or Mandy know if your
son will not attend Aftercare on any given day (if he is listed), so
that we do not search for him.

Grade 1 STEAM
Experiment
The boys first built bridges on their own, then in pairs, then in
threes and, lastly, in fours. Each boy was given four spatula
sticks and ten unifix blocks. Before they started, they looked at
famous bridges and discussed what strengthened and made a
good bridge. The final step of working together will be in a
group of 12. The boys will need to discuss ideas with each
other as well as work together to make a successful bridge.

Grade 1B working on their phonics and letter
formation.
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